in terms of a set {P*(x, t)} of associated multinomials. These multinomials Pk(x, t) are solutions of (1.1) corresponding to the choice q>(x) =x2k in (1.1b). It will be shown that these P*(x, /) have the explicit forms The authors have examined similar problems when « = 1 [2] . In (June these cases, the corresponding Pk(x, t) are defined in terms of Jacobi polynomials. The growth bounds and asymptotic estimates for these Jacobi polynomials then permit the obtaining of global regions of convergence from a knowledge of the singularities of the given data function <p(x). Suitable bounds on the Pk(x, t) for «^2 for determining a convergence region can be obtained by employing the method of related partial differential equations [l] . It will be found that these Pk(x, t), w^2, can be expressed as a convolution of n polynomials Pkj(xj, t), j=l,
• • • , n. Bounds for the Pk(x, t) then follow from the bounds on the simpler polynomials entering this convolution. In particular, we shall prove The methods used here can be employed for treating a much wider class of initial value problems. For brevity, we omit these cases. However, it should be clear that the key to handing the multi-space variable problem is a thorough treatment of the one space variable problem.
2. Some background results. It has been shown in [2] that if n = 1 and0(x) = x2*in (1.1), then the solution of (1.1) with ai = a is given by
where Pk'")(y) denotes a Jacobi polynomial of degree k in y with parameters p. and v. The upper sign is used in (2.1) if «i = l and the lower sign is used if ei= -1. Further, we have the following bounds on this u (x, t):
where g = max((a -1)/2, (a -1)/2, -1/2) and £>1. In the bound (2.2a), we have used the fact that a^O. However, if -l<a<0, an application of the relation
Pk (x)=t+-7+TTkiPk (x) + V+TTHP'-1 {x) (see [4, p. 265]) along with (2.1) and the bound (2.2a) shows that , , 2kY((a + l)/2) ...
We now show that the multinomials Pk(x, t) given by (1.2) for n = 2 satisfy (1.1) with <p(x) =x2k. It is clear that if Pk(x, t) is a solution of We understand this notation to mean that Ui(Xi, t1'2) * Ufa, r1'2) = fTUi(xi, a1'2) Ufa, (t -o-yi^do-Jo and II * Ufa, r1'2) = Ufa, r1'2) * Ufa, r1'2) * • • • * Ufa, t1'2).
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The Wkj(xj, t) in (2.8) are solutions of the problems , ((a + l)/w -1) n oï D'W*&> l) + -7-DtWkfa, t) = vAjWkfa, i), Wkfa, 0) = xy ', DtWkfa, 0) = 0, j = 1,-■ ■ ,n.
Since a + l>0, the Euler-Poisson-Darboux or Beltrami problems in (2.9) have unique solutions in the class of polynomials. These are given by making the following changes in (2.1). Replace a by (a+l)/w -1, k by kj, and x by x¡, j=l, 2, • • • , «. This completes the proof of convergence. What remains to be shown is that the function defined by the series is a solution of the differential equation and satisfies the initial conditions. The method is similar to that given in [2] and will not be repeated here.
